
"Salt Painting"

You have probably already heard a lot about
many techniques of painting such as painting
on T-shirts, on canvas, on glass, on foil, on
birch bark, painting with the help of glue,
foam, monotype etc. But, painting on the salt
is a very extraordinary activity that will
certainly capture the attention not only of a
child, but of an adult as well!

Our instructors will help you to master one of
the oldest techniques of the free painting and
make one of your fantasies true!

To get acquainted with the material not
traditional for painting and unsual drawing
technique. 
To develop creative and practical skills
through the painting on salt.
To master such soft skill as watchfulness and
interest to the fine arts in general.

What is this workshop intended for? 
 

Who does this workshop suit best? 
 

The children from 2 up to 4 years old.
 

Painting supplies (stretcher, cotton swabs,
different brushes, salt, colorings)
Each kid takes work along with him or her at
the end of the master-class.
Tasty compliment from Mouette
Surprise gift

What's included in the workshop cost?
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"Cake Painting" by Mouette

Have you ever heard of painting with "magic
paints?" "Why are they called magic?" - you'll
wonder. The thing is that the base mass for
such paints is being made from flour, water
and soda and then, after painting you “bake”
your drawing in the oven just for five minutes
and it becomes twice as big! Sounds
captivating, doesn't it? Wanna experience
such a way of painting and get a bunch of
unforgettable memories? 

Come to our author's master class, during
which we will teach you how to make and
paint real cake pops, various types of ice
creams and, of course, our author's Mouette
signature cake! Our instructors will be happy
to teach you this extraordinary technique!

 To get the children acquianted with an
extraordinary technique of making
volumetric paints 
To help children turn their ideas into reality
To make an unforgettable gift with his or her
hands!

What is this workshop intended for?
 

Who does this master-class suit best?
 

The children from 4 up to10 years old
 
 

@mouette_nyc #mouettenyc

Workshop

Painting supplies (flour, salt, paint containers,
food coloring, brushes)
Each child picks up his work at the end of the
master-class
Tasty compliment from Mouette
Surprise gift

What's included in the master-class cost?
 

2635 Ocean Ave
Brooklyn, NY 11229

+1(929)410-2299



"Sand Art Bottle Filling"

Drawing with sand on a bottle originated a
long time ago in the East. Surprisingly, this art
is still considered a relevant creative activity!
Agree, filling bottles with multicolored sand,
making patterns, creating drawings - all this
will interest both a young child and a
professional artist!
Visit us at the master class and you'll see for
yourself.
At this workshop, children will learn how to
create bright patterns and have an
unforgettable experience!

@mouette_nyc #mouettenyc

Workshop

Develop children's fine motor skills
Acquaint children with non-traditional methods
of drawing
Develop creative thinking of children
Train attentiveness and neatness

Purposes of the workshop:
 

Who is the workshop suitable for?
 

For children from 5 to 12 years old

Equipment (bottle, sand, colored crayons,
funnel)
Each child takes home a souvenir with
mysterious patterns
Tasty compliment from Mouette
Surprise gift

What's included?
 

2635 Ocean Ave
Brooklyn, NY 11229

+1(929)410-2299



"Sand Art Illustrations"

Children's imaginations are limitless! We are
always amazed when children build castles
out of kitchen appliances, or when they use
the lid of a pot as the steering wheel of their
car. In fact, there's a lot to mention! Or take a
look at how kids fantasize at our sand drawing
workshop. Our experts will teach kids how to
draw different shapes in the sand, familiarize
them with the process, and pay attention to
each child!
This master class is not only an occasion to
develop creativity but also art therapy for your
children. This kind of drawing is suitable for all
children, especially hyperactive ones

@mouette_nyc #mouettenyc

Workshop

Develop and support children's imagination in
the process of cognitive activity and play
Establish children's ideas about the properties
of sand
Form skills of experimentation with sand

Purposes of the workshop:

 

Who is the workshop suitable for?
 
 

For children from 5 to 12 years old

Equipment (board with backlighting, sand,
drawing tools, pebbles)
Surprise gift
Tasty compliment from Mouette

What's included?
 

2635 Ocean Ave
Brooklyn, NY 11229

+1(929)410-2299



"Soap Making"

Soap making is a very interesting, one might
even say magical activity! Both children and
adults can make soap with their own hands.
That's why our master class on soap making
can be called family class! We have prepared
all conditions for your children to make soap
with their own hands and be inspired by the
process!
With us children will learn how soap is made,
what to add to make soap that it smells
delicious. In addition, we share interesting
facts about the history of soap and other
things!

@mouette_nyc #mouettenyc

Workshop

Develop of children's creative thinking
Acquaint children with basic knowledge of
physics
Shape knowledge about the properties of soap
Improve such qualities as neatness and
attentiveness

Purposes of the workshop:
 

Who is the workshop suitable for?
 

For children from 4 to 12 years old
 

Equipment (soap base, dyes, oils, sparkles, soap
frames)
Each child takes with him a handmade soap
Surprise gift
Tasty compliment from Mouette

What's included?
 

2635 Ocean Ave
Brooklyn, NY 11229

+1(929)410-2299



"Eco Mama by Mouette"

Taking care of nature is fun and creative! How
is that, you may ask? It's all thanks to our Eco
Mama master classes. 

One of Mouette's missions is to teach children
how to make and build with everyday things.
For example, children will learn how to make
a robot out of recycled cardboard or make a
camera.
All of us at Mouette support a respectful
attitude toward nature and ecology.

@mouette_nyc #mouettenyc

Workshop

Introduce children to nature and ecology
Explain about reuse, reduce, recycle system
Instill a concern for nature
Teach how to work with cardboard

Purposes of the workshop:
 

Who is the workshop suitable for?
 

Beginner level: Aged 4-8 years old
Advanced Level: Ages 9-12 years old

 
 

Equipment (cardboard, scissors, glue, additional
parts for decoration)
Each child takes an artwork with him 
Surprise gift
Tasty compliment from Mouette

What's included?
 

2635 Ocean Ave
Brooklyn, NY 11229

+1(929)410-2299



"Cookie Baking"

Autumn is a great time for warm coffee and
delicious cookies. And this is a great reason for
you to stop by for a cup of aromatic coffee,
and for the children to attend a baking
master class.
Accompanied by our experts, children will
learn how to roll dough and cut out shapes
from it. But that's not all! The most creative
part of the master class is decorating cookies.
Here all children's fantasies and ideas will
come true!

@mouette_nyc #mouettenyc

Workshop

Teach children how to work with dough and a
rolling pin
Introduce children to types of food
Develop fine motor skills
Develop children's creative skills

Purposes of the workshop:
 

 

Who is the workshop suitable for?
 

For children from 3 to 12 years old
 
 
 

Equipment (dough, cookie molds, decoration
elements)
Each child takes a cookie with him
Surprise gift
Tasty compliment from Mouette

What's included?
 

2635 Ocean Ave
Brooklyn, NY 11229

+1(929)410-2299



"Halloween DIY"

Halloween! It's a time of scary stories and
exciting costumes, fun parties and creative
fun. We decided to add more joy and
excitement to your holidays and have
organized creative and useful workshops for
your children.

Choose a time convenient for you and join our
creative community of young mischievous
kids! In these workshops, your kids will learn
craft techniques, make Halloween crafts and
dive into the creative world.

@mouette_nyc #mouettenyc

Workshop

Develop fine motor skills
Develop creative abilities
Introduce children to new skills
Acquaint children with the principles of
drawing
Train the children’s attention

Purposes of the workshop:

Who is the workshop suitable for?
 

For children from 3 to 8 years old
 
 
 
 

Equipment (colored cardboard, scissors, glue,
colored paper, sparkles)
Ready-made souvenir/gift made by a child
Surprise gift
Tasty compliment from Mouette

What's included?
 

2635 Ocean Ave
Brooklyn, NY 11229

+1(929)410-2299



"T-shirt Painting"

Today drawing on T-shirts is considered very
topical. When creating their own T-shirt, your
children can make any fantasy come true.
Bright colors, witty heroes! Flowers, cars, an
unusual print - all this is possible on this very
master class.

Our experts are happy to give attention to
each child, to help reveal their abilities and
support them in this creative process!

@mouette_nyc #mouettenyc

Workshop

Develop creative abilities in children
Teach drawing skills
Introduce to the process of painting on fabric

Purposes of the workshop:
 

Who is the workshop suitable for?
 

For children from 5 to 12 years old

Equipment (paints, paint brushes, designs,
white T-shirt)
At the end of the workshop, each child takes his
T-shirt with him
Surprise gift
Tasty compliment from Mouette

What's included?

2635 Ocean Ave
Brooklyn, NY 11229

+1(929)410-2299



"Polygonal Masks by Mouette"

Mouette invites children and teens to a new
polygonal mask workshop! This is a unique
workshop that uses the modern technique of
Papercraft. 3D design continues to gain
popularity and has long been a part of our
lives. And today this type of creating
polygonal figures is the most unusual and
very interesting.

At our master class, every child and teenager
can create their own mask. After all, we have
created all conditions for that. The master
class has two levels of complexity. Therefore,
you can feel free to come to us for adventures!

@mouette_nyc #mouettenyc

Workshop

Develop creative abilities in children
Teach drawing skills
Introduce to 3D design
Develop diligence

Purposes of the workshop:
 

Who is the workshop suitable for?
 

Beginner level: Aged 4-8 years old
Advanced Level: Ages 9-12 years old

Equipment (cardboard, tools, glue, scissors)
At the end of the workshop, each child takes
the mask with him
Surprise gift
Tasty compliment from Mouette

What's included?

2635 Ocean Ave
Brooklyn, NY 11229

+1(929)410-2299



"Quilling"

Quilling is an opportunity to learn the unusual
abilities of paper. Today, quilling is not only a
hobby, but an art, to learn which people
spend a lot of time! In some countries, there
are schools of quilling, which teach this
incredibly amazing art.

And we in Mouette have created all
conditions for learning the technique of
quilling. Under the guidance of experts,
children will learn the basic skills of quilling,
learn useful information about the history of
this art and spend time creatively.

@mouette_nyc #mouettenyc

Workshop

Introduce to the knowledge and practical skills
of working with paper
Teach how to create quilling figures in practice
Develop children's creativity

Purposes of the workshop:

 

Who is the workshop suitable for?
 

For children from 4 to 12 years old
 

Equipment (cardboard, tools, glue, scissors)
At the end of the workshop, each child takes
the mask with him
Surprise gift
Tasty compliment from Mouette

What's included?

2635 Ocean Ave
Brooklyn, NY 11229

+1(929)410-2299


